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Presenting a brilliant opportunity for a brand new beginning in the heart of Bayside. This just-completed, 4-bedroom,

3-bathroom designer town residence stands as a testament to modern family luxury, offering a premium lifestyle that is

ready to enjoy.Upon entering this private and secure home, you are immediately immersed in an environment of pristine

living, where every detail has been considered. The French oak engineered timber flooring, with its contemporary

matt-finish, sets the tone for the entire home. Whilst extensive glazing bathes the interiors in luminous north-westerly

light, creating an ambience of warmth and spaciousness.A true highlight here is the expansive family domain, a hub for

everyday living and entertaining. The fully-appointed kitchen is a culinary haven with its entertainer’s island topped with

ultra-stylish yet highly durable Caesarstone, along with a superior Ilve freestanding cooker, sleek stone prep-areas,

abundant soft-close storage and a huge walk-in pantry.Two sets of glass stacker doors harmoniously connect the living

and dining zone with an extra-large, wrap-around outdoor area, where sunshine abounds. A north-facing deck is perfect

for al fresco occasions, while a pergola and ever-green artificial turf provides a generous space for play, pets and

relaxation amid greenery that has been designed to be leafy yet low maintenance (irrigation system).The ground level

hosts a spacious guest bedroom or work from home option complete with built- robes and a two-way en suite bathroom.

Ascend the beautifully crafted staircase to discover a skylit second living zone, invaluable for kids of any age and stage.

This level is also home to three additional bedrooms, including a lavish parents’ retreat flaunting a fitted walk-in robe and

luxe dual vanity en suite, as well as an elegant sitting area to unwind. The main bathroom also impresses with a full-size

bath and stone surfaces throughout.This home’s emphasis on quality, comfort and security is evident in the double-glazed

windows, ducted heating and cooling, and auto-gated double garage with direct home access. Addressed with a premium

Brighton East postcode in the Dendy Park precinct, a short walk to local shops, the park, St Leonard’s and Haileybury. Also

within easy reach of Brighton Secondary College, Brighton Golf Course, Hampton Street and the beachfront, this

property promises a brand new Bayside lifestyle that’s perfect for families.For more information about this

just-completed designer residence please contact Stefan Whiting at Buxton Brighton on 0411 473 153.


